Year 3/4 medium term plan
‘How has art changed the world?’ Autumn term 2020-2021
Cramlington Village Primary School

‘Wow’ moment

Project summary
What are you going to explore?

Classroom environment
What role/play learning area will you
create?

Key questions to answer throughout
the project

Final project outcome

Gallery visit (virtual?)
Musee D'orsay (Paris) virtual tour
Tate Gallery
Laing Gallery - Newcastle
Shipcote Gallery Gateshead

The work and lives of the French
Impressionists in Paris in 1800s moving
onto contrast with more modern artists
like Dali (and surrealism) and Gaudi
(architecture)
Painting techniques linked to
impressionism
Dreamscapes in surrealist work
Development of visual diary to record
and expand on own personal creative
journeys

Impressionist posters, vocabulary
associated with art (see progression of
skills document)
Monet’s garden?
Books (library) about art and
impressionism
Timeline from 1850 to present day
outlining major art movements in Europe

How does art change the world?
How was the painting made?
How does it make you feel?
What do you notice…?
What is impressionism?
What are the contrasting techniques we
have explored?
How have painting styles changed over
time?
How can we express ourselves through
art?

Works to be displayed in real or virtual
gallery
Process displayed through visual diaries
and/or large personal display of process
and finished piece

Y3/4 Planning Autumn 1
Week 1
Maths

English
Key texts
Katie meets the impressionists
Katie and the sunflowers,
Katie and the Starry night
By James Mayhew

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Y3 Place value,

Y3Place value,

Y3Place value,

Y3P, addition and subtraction

Y3, addition and subtraction

Y3, addition and subtraction

Y4 Place value,

Y4Place value,

Y4Place value,

Y4Place value,

Y4 addition and subtraction

Y4 addition and subtraction

Y3 narrative talk for writing based
on Katie meets the
impressionists, learn passage,
investigate vocabulary used to
describe the painting
‘Cold write’ of description of
painting in visual diary
Develop tool kit for narrative

Y3 narrative
Looking at paintings of dancers
and sculpture of Degas. Write
reactions in visual diary
Imitate - use a different picture by
Degas for Katie to enter.

Y3 narrative looking at paintings
of dancers and sculpture of
Degas. Write reactions in visual
diary
Imitate - use a different picture by
Degas for Katie to enter.

Y3 narrative pick their own
impressionist painting for Katie
Use the scaffold given to include
vocabulary terms built up, make
sure they include features from
the tool kit

Y3 Instructional writing - talk for
writing explanation text on how
the impressionists painted.
Explore vocabulary about
techniques and identify
adjectives and adverbs that will
be useful

Y3 instructional text innovate
text on impressionist paintings to
make a set of instructions writing
by step by step guide for
someone to follow

Y4 narrative
Looking at the first painting in
detail- children’s interp (VD).
Reading the section- using your
senses to be descriptive.
Discussing Claude Monet and his
painting - Who might Claude be?
Analyse Monet’s art and
techniques.

Y4 narrative
Looking at the other paintings by
Monet.
Reading further into the story and
predicting what might happen to
Katie as she enters the next
paintings.
- Look at Renoir and Degas
paintings in the story.
Discussing the artists and their
paintings - analyse art and
techniques.
Innovation related to animals immersive features.

Y4 narrative
Discussion around still
photos/drawing and how they tell
a story.
Take still pictures using cameras.
Draw pictures in VD of our still
images - note what your
impression is on the image.
Writing narrative around our
drawings/images.

Y3

Y3

Y3

Y4 narrative
Cold write evaluation and
description of impressionist art.
Narrative t4w
Who are the characters and
where are they?
What is art/impressionist art?
Key vocabulary

Art and art history

Week 2

Y3

Y4 non fiction
Instructional writing - How to
paint an impressionist painting.
T4W - Learn key vocabulary and
steps.
Features of an instructional piece
of writing.
Research techniques in detail
and try out these techniques.

Y3

Y4 non fiction
Critique and innovate t4w.
Take part in activity - write step
by step instructions
Focus on advanced verbs and
adverbs.
Reflect and edit
Improve and redraft.

Y3

Use a visual diary to record
media explorations as well as try
out ideas, plan colours and
collect source material for future
works.
Identify interesting aspects of
objects as a starting point for
work.
Make notes in a visual diary
about techniques used by artists.
Annotate ideas for improving my
work through keeping notes in a
visual diary (developed
throughout term)
look at examples of
Impressionist picture - choose
one to describe (cold write)
Introduce where and when the
movement started

Y4
Cold evaluative and appreciative
piece of work completed.
Looking at impressionist art and
the features present Colours, brush strokes,
techniques used.
Music

Y3 Describe different purposes of
music in history/ other cultures.
Introduce impressionism in music
- Debussy. Listen to Claire de la
Lune. How does it make them
feel? Use sentence stems.

Y4 iDescribe different purposes
of music in history/ other cultures.
Introduce impressionism in music
- Debussy. Listen to Claire de la
Lune. How does it make them
feel? Use taps to keep a steady
pulse. Move hands to show
shapes in pitch

Science

Y3 light
What is light?
Where does light come from?
●
Demo: show light sources in
a dark room (Observe that
light travels out from a
light source). Build the idea
of more light; less light.
Build model of energy
transfer
●
Blindfold games. Need light
to see.
●
Classify/sort sources of
light into
natural/man-made
●
Sequence sources of light
into brightest/dimmest
Y4
Living things and their habitats covered in Forest School.

Mix a variety of colours and know
which primary colours make
secondary colours.
Use a range of brushes to
demonstrate the types of marks
made.
Experiment with different effects
and textures including blocking in
colour, washes, thickened paint
creating textural effects.
look at different ways of applying
paint

Y4
What does 3D mean?
Look at a range of pieces of 3D
art, from drawings to models and
sculptures.
We will select and record our
ideas in our sketchbook, together
with notes and ideas about our
work and any information we find
out about specific artists

Y3 Know the number of beats in
a minim, crotchet, quaver and
semibreve and recognise
symbols (duration).
Debussy. Listen to Claire de la
Lune. How many beats in the
bar? Clap and count show how to
draw notation

Y4
Read notes and know how many
beats they represent (minim,
crotchet, semibreve, quaver,
dotted crotchet, rests).
Debussy. Listen to Claire de la
Lune. How many beats in the
bar? Clap and count show how to
draw notation, lookat notation for
rests and clap patterns

Y3 light
Why can strong light be
dangerous?
●
Explain dangers to the eyes
& skin. Discuss use of
sunglasses and sunscreen.
Mention UV light.
●
Demo: use very strong light
source
●
Develop sun safety posters.
Research.
●
Show safe ways to look at
the sun
●
Investigate: what happens
to our eyes when we shine
a light into them (observe,
develop descriptive
language)
●
Make sunglasses using
various grades of
translucent materials (plus

Use light and dark within painting
and begin to explore
complimentary colours.
Mix colour, shades and tones
with increasing confidence.
Work confidently on a range of
scales e.g. thin brush on small
paper etc.

Y4
Select and record from first hand
observation, experience and
imagination and explore ideas for
different purposes. Make notes in
a visual diary about techniques
used by artists.
Begin to show an awareness of
working in 3D through a variety of
different processes such as
drawing, shading, molding etc...
Annotate ideas for improving my
work through keeping notes in a
visual diary (developed
throughout term)

Y3Sing simple songs with others
or individually, remembering the
melody and keeping in time.
Perform in tune and with
expression.
Pronounce the words in a song
clearly (diction)
Learn Au claire de la lune traditional french song from
1800s
Use hands to indicate pitch
Y4
Sing a range of songs in tune
with expression ,as part of a
group or individually.
Learn Au claire de la lune traditional french song from
1800s
Use hands to indicate pitch
Clap rhythms and look at notation

Y3 light
What is a shadow?
●
Shine a torch/projector on
a screen. Place objects
between. Notice the
shadow is similar in shape
to the object.
●
Predict shadow when
moving objects. Show
time-lapse photography of
sundials with shadow.
Explain.
●
‘Jump on shadows’ game.
Make shadow puppets.
Y4
Living things and their habitats. covered in Forest School.

Take photographs and explain
my creative vision.
Use a video camera as part of
the recording process.
Select an image of a landscape
they would like to work on. Zoom
in and out on the image to see
how it looks close up and far
away, what are the differences,
how does this compare to
Impressionists work
How did impressionism develop
over time?

Use a visual diary to record
media explorations as well as try
out ideas, plan colours try
sections of the photograph they
have chosen using impressionist
style, experiment with colour and
technique

Y4
Explore the roles and purposes
of artists, craftspeople and
designers from different cultures
and eras

Develop large scale work based
on their photographs and
experimentations
Apply techniques to show light
using paint
Record photos in visual diary and
add evaluations
Y4
Show an understanding of shape,
space and form.
Make informed choices about the
3D technique chosen.

Y4
Question and make thoughtful
observations about starting
points and select ideas to use in
their work. Using their diaries to
make notes and plan the steps
and processes they have
followed.

Y3 Play notes on instruments
clearly and include steps/ leaps
in pitch. Play first phrase on
tuned percussion using three
notes CAB look at step and leap
in melody

Y4
Perform with control and
awareness of what others are
playing. Play first phrase on
tuned percussion using three
notes CAB look at step and leap
in melody
Improvise by playing one note
differently each time

Y3 light
How can we change a shadow?
●
Fair test. What happens to
the shadow when the light
source rotates around an
object? Link to math
challenge
●
Fair test: What happens to
the size of the shadow
when an object moves
closer to a light source?
Link to math challenge e.g.
reading scales on a ruler
Y4
Living things and their habitats. covered in Forest School.

Y3
Start to use musical dimensions
vocabulary to describe music–
pitch, dynamics, tempo, texture,
structure.
Experiment with their own
performance of Au claire de la
lune try changing dynamics and
tempo, what effect does this give
Y4 Use more musical dimensions
vocabulary to describe music–
duration, timbre, pitch, dynamics,
tempo, texture, structure, rhythm,
melody, harmony.
Experiment with playing chords play melody of Au claire de la
lune one third higher, then play
together with a friend, how does
it sound? Change other elements
of performance.

Y3 Sing simple songs with others
or individually, remembering the
melody and keeping in time.
Perform in tune and with
expression.
Devise own performance using
the elements covered. Evaluate
performances

Y4 Sing simple songs with others
or individually, remembering the
melody and keeping in time.
Perform in tune and with
expression.
Devise own performance using
the elements covered. Evaluate
performances

Y3 light
What materials reflect light?
Demo: reflection using a torch
(pin hole) and a mirror onto a
screen.
●
Discuss why reflection
changes as the angle of the
mirror is changed. Play
mirror games
●
Make the best mirror. Start
with crumpled tin foil.
●
Predict reflection from a
variety of materials /
objects. Which is the most
reflective?

Y3 light
What materials let light through?
●
Fair test. What happens to
the amount of light passing
through when we darken
the water? Measure light
intensity (data logger)
transmitted through water
when adding increasing
drops of dilute food
colouring.
●
Classify materials/objects
into opaque, translucent
and transparent. Which let
most light through?

Y4
Living things and their habitats. covered in Forest School.

Y4
Living things and their habitats. covered in Forest School.

opaque & transparent).
Which are best?
Y4
Living things and their habitats - covered in Forest School.
Computing

Y3 Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals.
Using Turtle Logo. create and
debug an algorithm using the
move and rotate commands.
Y4 - Programming, logical

thinking and problem solving:
Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals.

PSHCE

Y3 Can I . . . ?
Make informed choices.
Begin to understand the concept
of a ‘balanced lifestyle’.

Y3 Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals.
-Controlling or simulating
physical systems.
Using Turtle Logo. create and
debug an algorithm using the
move, rotate and repeat
commands.
Y4 - Programming, logical

thinking and problem solving:
Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals.

Y3 Make my own choices about
food, understanding what might
influence my choices and the
benefits of eating a balanced
diet.

Y3 Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals.
-Controlling or simulating
physical systems.
-Solve problems by
decomposing them into smaller
Parts.
Using Turtle Logo. create
algorithms using penup and
pendown.

Y3 Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals.
-Solve problems by
decomposing them into smaller
parts.
-Use sequence, selection
and repetition in programs; work
with variables.
Using Turtle Logo.create and
debug algorithms that draw
regular polygons.

Y4 - Programming, logical

thinking and problem solving:
Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals.

Y3 Differentiate between the
terms ‘risk’, ‘danger’ and
‘hazard’.

Y4 - Programming, logical

Y3Christianity
I know that for Christians the
Bible is the main source of
information about God

Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).

Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).

PE

Y3 Gymnastics
Choose ideas to compose a
movement sequence
independently and with others.
- Acquire and develop specific
skills to show different shapes
under control
- Implement different shapes
whilst keeping control over your
balance

Y4 Gymnastics
Create a sequence of actions
that fit a theme.

Using Scratch. • To create and
debug algorithms that draw
shapes.

Using Scratch. • To create and
debug algorithms that draw
regular polygons

Y4 - Programming, logical

Y4 - Programming, logical

thinking and problem solving:
Solve problems by
decomposing them into
smaller parts.

thinking and problem solving:
Use sequence, selection
and repetition in programs;
work with variables.

Y3 Recognise, predict and
assess risks in different situations
and decide how to manage them
responsibly.

Y3 Give a definition for the word
‘drug’ and recognise that drugs
(including medicines) can be
harmful to people.

Y3 Recognise the effects and
risks of smoking and secondhand
smoke.
Identify the help available for
people to remain smoke free or
stop smoking.

Y4 Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.
Y4 Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.

Y3 Christianity
I know that Christians think of
God as having many attributes or
characteristics, have much to
thank him for and thank him in
many ways such as through
hymn, prayers and their way of
life

Y3 Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals.
--Work with various forms of input
and output.

thinking and problem solving:
Controlling or simulating
physical systems.

Y4E-Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.

RE

Y3 Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals.
-Work with various forms of input
and output.

Y4 Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.

Y3 Christianity
I know something about the life of
Jesus as revealed through the
Bible
I understand that Jesus can be
seen in many different but
complementary ways

Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).

Y4 Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.

Y3 Christianity
I know that Jesus is thought of by
Christians as the Son of God and
Christ
I understand that much of
Christian worship centres on
Jesus

Y4 Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.
Y3 Christianity
I can explain that Christmas is
important to Christians because it
celebrates the birth of Jesus
Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).

Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).

Y3 Gymnastics
Link combinations of actions with
increasing confidence, including
changes of direction, speed or
level.
-To be able to perform four
different balances using points of
the body
-Show good posture, with legs
and arms straight and fingers and
toes pointing

Y3 Gymnastics
Develop the quality of their
actions, shapes and balances.
Move with coordination, control
and care.
-Travel in different directions at
high and low heights
- Implement body management
using travelling at different
heights, maintaining good
posture

Y3 Gymnastics
Use turns whilst travelling in a
variety of ways.
Use a range of jumps in their
sequences.
- Move with confidence,
imagination and maintain good
body posture
- Combine 2-3
shapes/movements/jumps
individually with confidence

Y4 Gymnastics
Improve the placement and

Y4 Gymnastics
Show changes of direction,

Y4 Gymnastics
Move with clarity, fluency and

Y3 Christianity
I can describe that Christmas is
a special and happy time of the
year involving special stories,
events, artefacts and traditions
I can explain that the Bible is the
source for information about
Jesus’ birth

Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).
Y3 Gymnastics
Begin to use equipment to vault.
-To create sequences that meet
set conditions, and perform
linking movements fluently
-Make up a sequence on the floor
and a sequence on apparatus
and link sequences together
-Develop and refine a range of
landing skills from different
heights
- Develop landing using control
and accuracy from floor level to
bench height

Y3 Gymnastics
Create interesting body shapes
while holding balances with
control and confidence.
Begin to show flexibility in
movements.
-Work in pairs cooperatively vary
actions and movements
-Demonstrate gymnastic shapes
& movements with a partner
using unison

Y4 Gymnastics
Begin to develop good technique

Forest school

Use an increasing range of
actions, directions and levels in
their sequences.
-Acquire and develop specific
skills to show different shapes
under control.
-Implement different shapes
whilst keeping control over your
balance.

alignment of body parts in
balances.
-To be able to perform four
different balances using points of
the body
- Show good posture, with legs
and arms straight and fingers and
toes pointing

speed and level during a
performance.
Travel in different ways, including
using flight.
-Travel in different directions at
high and low heights
-Implement body management
using travelling at different
heights, maintaining good
posture

expression.
-Move with confidence,
imagination and maintain good
body posture
-Combine 2-3
shapes/movements individually
with confidence

Y4 Gymnastics
Improve the placement and
alignment of body parts in
balances.
Use equipment to vault in a
variety of ways.
Carry out balances, recognising
the position of their centre of
gravity and how this affects the
balance.
-Work in pairs cooperatively to
achieve a sequence on the floor
and using apparatus
- Demonstrate gymnastic shapes,
balances, movements with a
partner using mirroring

when travelling, balancing and
using equipment.
Develop strength, technique and
flexibility throughout
performances.
-Develop a sequence with a
partner to demonstrate
consistency, fluency and clarity of
movement
-Demonstrate gymnastic shapes,
balances, movements with a
partner using mirroring
- Showcase.

Y3
Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans animal welfare badge

Y3 Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans animal welfare badge

Y3 Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans animal welfare badge

Y3 Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans animal welfare badge

Y3 Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans animal welfare badge

Y3 Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans animal welfare badge

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

Y3/4 Planning Autumn 2
Week 1
Maths

English
key texts
Picture this, Paul Thurlby
Key text Evaluative/appreciation of art
text TBC

Y3, addition and subtraction

Y3, addition and subtraction

Y4 addition and subtraction

Y4 Addition and subtraction

Y3 Evaluative and appreciative
Oracy focus using vocabulary to
describe a piece of art, use
identified stem sentences, asking
and responding to questions.
Introducing work by Salidor Dali.
Research background and
inspiration of the surrealist
movement

Y4 Evaluative and appreciative
Cold evaluative activity looking at
a piece of impressionist art.
Read and learn our T4W
(mirroring etc…)
Pick out key vocabulary and stem
sentences.
Looking at the structure of our
evaluative text.
Think about and discuss the key
questions.

Art

Week 2

Y3 Explore the roles and

Y3 Evaluative and appreciative
Model text (teacher written) about
a painting by Salvidor Dali.
analyse text features, box up text.
(add features to visual diary for
future reference)
Y4 Evaluative and appreciative
Modelling
Looking at a range of
impressionist art and gathering
opinions and perspectives on
these pieces.
Encouraging explanations and
making notes in our VD.
Demonstrating the use of stem
sentences.
Discuss the artist and strategies
they have used and why.

Y3

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

Y3 Place value, addition and
subtraction and multiplication and
division

Y3 Place value, addition and
subtraction and multiplication and
division

Y4 multiplication and division

Y4

Y3 Poetry
Talk 4 writing - learn a short
descriptive poem. Using art as
inspiration - look at dreamscapes
by Dali, what can we see, how do
they make you feel, how can you
show how you feel? Shared
writing of description poems, edit
and revise together. Build up
descriptive adjectives and
powerful verbs

Y3 Poetry
Use models from the previous
week develop their own
descriptive phrases about Dali
pictures, try to show how the
picture makes them feel, e.g.
shivering , clutching or soaring
spreading. Spend time sharing
with others and orally rehearsing
and editing and refining

Y3 Poetry
Poetry performance to audience
Preparation of talks about their
work ready for display/ gallery

Y4 Evaluative and appreciative
Writing
Write an evaluative and
appreciative piece of writing on a
particular piece of impressionist
art and the artist.
Use checklists to ensure key
features have been covered.
Explain some of the artist's
strategies and why they have
used these strategies.

Y4 Evaluative and appreciative
Self assessing and redrafting

Y3

Y3

Y3P multiplication and division

Y3P multiplication and division

Y3 multiplication and division

Y4 multiplication and division

Y4 multiplication and division

Y4 multiplication and division

Y3 Evaluative and appreciative
Focused writing tasks - looking
at different aspects of the text eg
how to write the introduction,
extending sentences using
specific vocabulary (from art
progression), developing
effective description

Y4 Evaluative and appreciative
Innovating
Box up our t4w text.
Focus on vocabulary used.
Look at a new painting and
discuss its features, colours,
brush strokes etc…
Innovate our text to support us
evaluating the new painting.
Demonstrate a stronger
understanding of the artists
strategies and why they have
used these strategies.

Y3

Y3 Evaluative and appreciative
Choosing a piece of Dali art,
develop a full description of how
they respond, background,
influences etc. use features
identified. Finished work written in
visual diary

Y4 Evaluative and appreciative
Applying with use of oracy
skills
Using our 3D animal models as
prompts for evaluating.
Notes can be made in our VD
based on drawings related to
models.
Deliver our evaluations and
appreciation comments.
Explain some of the artist's
strategies and why they have
used these strategies.

Y3

Y4

Y3

purposes of artists, craftspeople
and designers from different
cultures and eras.
Understand the viewpoints of
others by looking at images of
people and discussing what the
artist is trying to express in their
work.
Salvedore Dali

Use the printed images I take
with a digital camera and
combine them with other media to
produce art work. Use the internet
to research an artist or style of
art.
Explore their own dreams, whatt
kinds of images come into mind,
research using ipads and
sketches

Take photographs and explain
my creative vision.
Use a video camera as part of
the recording process.

Produce dream images using
online editing tools
Explain choices and
representations in visual diary

Use images to produce large
scale work, planning composition
related to the meaning of the
images. Which ar large small,
foreground background

Continue to develop their
dreamscapes, evaluate their
choices and justify their process
of choice, add thoughts to visual
diary

Make decisions on combinations
of images, how will they be
connected or disconnected, how
will their size influence their
importance? Background or
foreground images?

Y4
Y4

Y4

Talk about their work,
understanding that it has
been sculpted, modelled or
constructed. Use evaluative
and appreciative language to
review their sculpture.

Use evaluative and
appreciative language to
review their sculpture and
improve upon it.

Y3 Know the number of beats in a
minim, crotchet, quaver and
semibreve . Revise musical terms
Y4
Combine sounds expressively (all
dimensions).
Revise musical terms

Y3 Know the number of beats in a
minim, crotchet, quaver and
semibreve and recognise
symbols (duration).

Y3 Use silence for effect and
know symbol for a rest (duration).

Y3 Perform written compositions

Y4 use written notation to record
pitch and rhythm of melody with 4
notes. Add a drone

Y4 Know that sense of occasion
affects performance.
Perform written compositions

Follow their plan to design,
make their model using a
range of materials and
techniques.

Y4

Plan our animal sculpture
looking at different 3D
techniques and strategies
using our VD to plan
processes.

Music

Y3 Compose and perform
melodies using two or three
notes.

Computing

Y4

Plan our animal sculpture
looking at different 3D
techniques and strategies
using our VD to plan
processes.

Follow their plan to design,
make their model using a
range of materials and
techniques.

Y3 Use sound to create abstract
effects (including using ICT).
Create/ improvise repeated
patterns (ostinati) with a range of
instruments.

Y3 Effectively choose, order,
combine and control sounds
(texture/ structure).

Y4
Display their model in a
gallery-like showcase where the
children can show their work as
well as appreciating and
evaluating others.

Y4 Make creative use of the way
sounds can be changed,
organised and controlled
(including ICT).

Y4 Create accompaniments for
tunes using drones or melodic
ostinati (riffs).
Create (dotted) rhythmic patterns
with awareness of timbre and
duration.

Y3 covered through forest school
Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans - animal
welfare badge

Y3 covered through forest school
Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans - animal
welfare badge

Y3 covered through forest
school Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans animal welfare badge

Y3 covered through forest school
Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans - animal
welfare badge

Y3 covered through forest school
Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans - animal
welfare badge

Y3 covered through forest school
Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans - animal
welfare badge

Y3 covered through forest school
Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans - animal
welfare badge

Y4 What is a food chain?
Develop a ‘model’ of food chain.
Link into a food chain. Generate
terminology.
Feeding and energy transfer
Group into predators, prey (show
predators can be prey) using
pictures/models.
Group into herbivores, carnivores,
omnivores.

Y4
Can you construct food chains?
Use information to place in a food
chain (develop into food webs).
Research specific food chains –
what can they find out?
Differentiate (common / unusual).

Y4 -Are there different types of
teeth?
Compare/count own teeth with
others. Identify similarities and
types. Use identification keys.
Demo: Large teeth/mouth model;
scissors/potato masher
Introduce as start of digestion
process

Y4 - How should you care for
your teeth?
Explore sugar in foods using food
labels (demonstrate sugar by
using cubes according to weight
of sugar on label). Discuss
healthy diet.

Y4 - How should you care for
your teeth?
Explore sugar in foods using food
labels (demonstrate sugar by
using cubes according to weight
of sugar on label). Discuss
healthy diet.

Y4 What is digestion?
Define. Model using a production
line (cutting, crushing, mixing,
dissolving) using food in
bag/squeezed through tights. Link
teeth to mechanical digestion.
Research digestion. Introduce
enzymes but no detail.

Y4 What are the parts of the
digestive system?
Label diagram of digestive
system. Make a system from
sweets and string. Annotation
emphasises process.
Demo: model length and parts
using hose pipe and bag
(stomach). Label parts. Function.

Y3
-Use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work.
-Use logical reasoning to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.

Y3 Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish specific
goals.
--Use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work.

Y3 D-Solve problems by
decomposing them into smaller
parts.
--Use logical reasoning to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.

Y3 Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish specific
goals.
-Use logical reasoning to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.

Y3.-Use logical reasoning to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.
.

Y3 -Understand computer
networks including the internet.
-Understand how networks
can provide multiple services,
such as the world wide web.

Y3 s.
-Understand computer
networks including the internet.
-Understand how networks
can provide multiple services,
such as the world wide web.

Using Scratch • To create an
algorithm to move one sprite

Using Scratch • To create an
algorithm to move two sprites

Y4 Compose and perform
melodies using three or four
notes.

Science

Y4

Compare the work of different
artists and explore work from
other cultures/periods of time.
Which ones have they liked, can
they present an argument for their
choice, develop int debate style
discussion using oracy sentence
stams

Using Scratch • To create and
debug algorithms to draw
patterns

Y4 - Programming, logical
thinking and problem solving:
Work with various forms
of input and output.

Y4 - Programming, logical
thinking and problem solving:
-Use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work.

Y4 - Programming, logical
thinking and problem solving:
-Use logical reasoning to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.

Y4 - Programming, logical
thinking and problem solving:
Understand computer
networks.

Y4 Read notes and know how
many beats they represent
(minim, crotchet, semibreve,
quaver, dotted crotchet, rests).
Know that sense of occasion
affects performance.

Y4 - Programming, logical
thinking and problem solving:
Understand how networks can
provide multiple services, such as
the world wide web.works
including the internet.

Y4 - Programming, logical
thinking and problem solving:

Y4 - Programming, logical
thinking and problem solving:

PSHCE

Y3 Recognise bullying and
abuse in different forms (in
person, on line and through social
media - focus on gender, age,
special needs, disability, race,
ethnicity and religion)

Y4 Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.

RE

Y3 Christianity
I know what I belong to
I know that belonging can
assume many forms including
belonging to a religious
community

Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).

PE

Forest school

Y3 Recognise that
social/relational bullying is often
carried out behind the person’s
back and intended to harm their
reputation.

Y4 Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.

Y3 Suggest ways to prevent
bullying.
Identify ways in which I can get
help.
Participate in an act of kindness
project.

Y3 Can I . . . ?
Talk about what makes a secure
password and why they are
important.
Protect my personal
information when I do different
things online.

Y3 E safety, Use the safety
features of websites as well as
reporting concerns to an adult.

Y3 E safety, Recognise websites
and games appropriate for my
age.

Y4 Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.

Y4 Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.

Y3 Make good choices about
how long I spend online.
Ask an adult before downloading
files and games from the Internet.
Post positive comments online.

Y4 Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.
Y4 Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.

Y3 Christianity
I understand that belonging
implies rights as well as
responsibilities

Y3 Christianity
I know that pilgrimage is part of
that sense of belonging

I understand that Christians
express their sense of belonging
to a religious community in many
ways

Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).

Y4 Safety, Physical health and
safety, Anti-bullying.
Y3 Christianity
I can discuss and describe how
they compare and contrast with
others
Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).

Y3 Christianity
I can appreciate that there is
some good in everyone

Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).

Y3 Christianity
Can reflect on how I treat others
and how I like others to treat them

Y3 Christianity

Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).

I can reflect on some of the good
qualities associated with Jesus
and how his beliefs affected how
he behaved
Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).

Y3 - Games and sports

Y3 - Games and sports

Y4 -Games and sports

Y4 -Games and sports

Y4
Chistianity (God, Jesus,
communities and lifestyle,
festivals and celebrations).

Y3 Dance Begin to improvise with a partner
to create a simple dance.

Y3 Dance Create motifs from different
stimuli.

Y3 Dance Begin to compare and adapt
movements and motifs to create
a larger sequence.

Y3 Dance Use simple dance vocabulary to
compare and improve work.

Y3 Dance Perform with some awareness of
rhythm and expression.

Y4 Dance
Identify and repeat the movement
patterns and actions of a chosen
dance style.

Y4 Dance
Compose a dance that reflects
the chosen dance style.
Confidently improvise with a
partner or on my own.

Y4 Dance
Compose longer dance
sequences in a small group.
Demonstrate precision and some
control in response to stimuli.

Y4 Dance
Begin to vary dynamics and
develop actions and motifs in
response to stimuli.
Demonstrate rhythm and spatial
awareness.

Y4 Dance
Change parts of a dance as a
result of self-evaluation.
Use simple dance vocabulary
when comparing and improving
work.

Y3 Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans - animal
welfare badge

Y3 Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans - animal
welfare badge

Y3
Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans animal welfare badge

Y3
Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans - animal
welfare badge

Y3
Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans - animal
welfare badge

Y3
Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans - animal
welfare badge

Y3
Plants - nature badge
Animal including humans - animal
welfare badge

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

Y4
Living things and their habitats
Using tools

